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Abstract—Electric motors and motor systems in industrial 

and infrastructure applications with pumps, fans and 

compressors in buildings are responsible for 45% of the 

world's total electricity consumption. New and existing 

technologies offer the potential to reduce the energy demand 

of motor systems across the global economy by 20% to 30% 

with short payback period. This paper addresses the impact 

of load modeling in particular induction motor. The 

objective of paper is to analyze   the performance of 15kw 

standard induction motor and extraction of parameter such 

as stator resistance, rotor resistance, stator and rotor 

inductance, torque, speed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Asynchronous machines are the most widely used in 

industry because of their properties like robustness, 

reliability, low cost, high efficiency and good self-starting 

and smooth speed control.[2] hence induction motor 

modeling has continuously attracted the attention of 

researcher as these machine are widely used. About 80% of 

total motor are used are induction motor. These machines 

have varied mode of operation both under steady state and 

dynamic state.[4] the voltage and torque equation describe 

the dynamic behavior of an induction motor are time 

variant. 

Actual load characteristics have significant effect 

on system performance and transient stability. Due to 

uncertainty of actual load characteristic dynamic model are 

used for accurate and precise result [1] 

 

 
Fig. 1: d– q Dynamic Model Equivalent Circuit 

The dynamic model of machine leads to insight 

into the electrical transients.  By this approach, a poly phase 

winding can be reduced to a set of two phase winding (d– q) 

with their magnetic axes formed in quadrature. In other 

words, the stator and rotor variables of an induction machine 

are transferred to reference frame, which may rotate at any 

angular velocity or remain stationary. Such frame of 

reference is known as generalized machines analysis as 

arbitrary reference frame. [5, 6, 7] 

In this paper Mat lab/Simulink is used to simulate 

the dynamic performance of an induction motor model 

whose stator and rotor variables are referred to an arbitrary 

reference frame. Simulink allows electrical engineers to 

model dynamical systems with ease using a block diagram 

approach that can be constructed fast and efficiently. [3] 

II. INDUCTION MOTOR DYNAMIC MODEL 

Driving the model equations can be generated from d– q 

axis equivalent circuit diagram of the induction machine is 

shown in figure1. 

 D-Q Transformation  A.

Direct Quadrature (d-q) transformation is a mathematical 

transformation used to specify the analysis of three phase 

circuit. In the case of balanced three phase circuit, 

application of d-q transformation reduces the three AC 

quantities to two quantities. Simplified calculation can be 

carried out on these imaginary quantities before performing 

the inverse transformation from two to three phase AC 

quantities. [4, 8] 

The d-q transformations applied to three phase 

voltages are shown below. 

Vds=√2/3*[(cosds*Va)+2pi/3*(cosds*Vb)+4pi/3*(cosds*Vc

) ]                                                                                           (1.1) 

 

Vqs=√2/3*[(sinds*Va)+2pi/3*(sinds*Vb)+4pi/3*(sinds*Vc)

]                                                                   (1.2) 

 

Voltage Equation 

Vds=Rs* ids + dλds/dt –  ωe* λqs                                         (1.3) 

Vds=Rs* iqs + dλqs/dt –  ωe* λds                                         (1.4) 

Vdr =0= Rr*idr  + ddr/dt +(erqr                          (1.5) 

Vqr =0= Rr*iqr  + dqr/dt +(erdr                         (1.6) 

Flux Linkage Equations 

ds Ls*ids Lm*idr                                                   (1.7) 
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qs Ls*iqs Lm*iqr                                                   (1.8) 

dr Lr*idr Lm*ids                                                    (1.9) 

qr Lr*iqr Lm*iqs                                                   (1.10) 

Ls =Lm + Lls                                                                 (1.11) 

Lr =Lm + Llr                                                                  (1.12) 

Where 

Va, Vb, Vc are three phase voltage, 

d –  direct axis, q–   quadrature axis,  

vds  –  d– axis stator voltage, vqs –   q– axis stator voltage, 

 vds  –   d– axis rotor voltage, Vqr –   q– axis rotor voltage,  

ids   –   d– axis stator current, iqs   –  q– axis stator current, 

 idr –  d– axis rotor current, iqr  –  q– axis rotor current, 

 Rs  –  stator resistance, Rr  –  rotor resistance, 

 ωe –  angular velocity of the reference frame, 

 ωr –  angular velocity of the rotor, 

 λds , λqs, λdr, and λqr are flux linkages, 

 Llr  –  Rotor self-inductance, Ls –   Stator self-inductance, 

Lm – Magnetizing inductance,  

Llr – Rotor leakage reactance,  

Lls – Stator leakage reactance. 

Current Equations 

ids =( λds –Lm* idr)/Ls                                                      (1.13) 

iqs =( λqs –Lm* iqr)/Ls                                                      (1.14) 

idr =( λdr –Lm* ids)/Lr                                                       (1.15) 

iqr =( λqr –Lm* iqs)/Lr                                                       (1.16) 

Equations for Current ia, ib,  ic are 

ia = 0.66*ids                                                                         (1.17) 

ib = -0.5*ids – 0.577*iqs                                                    (1.18) 

ic =  -0.5*ids + 0.577*iqs                                                     (1.19) 

where ia, ib, ic are three phase current. 

Torque And Speed Equation 

Te =3/4*(P*Lm)*[ iqs* idr – ids* idr]                          (1.20) 

Neglecting mechanical damping, the torque speed is  

ωr =  ∫[ P*(Te–TL )/2J ]                                                 (1.21) 

Where, 

Te – Electromagnetic Torque, P – Number of poles 

 J  –  Inertia of rotor ,TL – Load Torque 

III. MATLAB/SIMULINK IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, the three phase induction machine model 

is  simulated  by  using  the  Mat lab/Simulink.  The  Model  

is implemented using the same set of equations provided 

above in sections II. Figure 2 depicts the complete Simulink 

scheme of the described induction machine model. 

 
Fig. 2: Matlab/Simulink of Induction Motor 

In this model the simulation starts with generating a three 

phase stator voltages. Then transferring these balanced 

voltages to two phase voltages by using Park transformation   

as in  expression (1.1) and (1.2) figure 3. after that d-q flux 

linkages and current equations were implemented. The 

figure 4 shows the complete model of induction motor. 

 
Fig. 3: D-Q Transformation model 

 
Fig. 4: Induction Motor Model 

The Figure 5 shows  Matlab Simulink model to find the 

stator and rotor resistance of induction motor as stated in 

equation (1.3) to (1.6). 
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Fig. 5: Rotor stator resistance Simulink 

The equation (1.7) to (2.2) gives flux linkages of Induction 

motor. The Simulink for flux linkages are shown in Figure 

6. The Figure 7 shows speed and torque Simulink as stated 

in equation (3.0) and (3.1). 

 
Fig. 6: Rotor Stator Inductance Simulink 

 
Fig. 7: Speed and Torque Simulink model 

The Figure-8 shows Simulink model for two phases to three 

phase current conversion. The equation (2.7) to (2.9) states 

the current ia, ib, ic. 

 
Fig. 8: Simulink of Current ia, ib, ic 

IV. MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULT 

Nameplate data of Standard Induction motors 

HP -20 hp , Power- 15kw , Phase-3,Poles- 2, Current- 26.3A 

Voltage- 415v , Frequency -50hz , PF- 0.88RPM-2915 

 
Fig. 9: Simulink ia, ib, ic current with time 

 
Fig. 10: Simulink of Vds and Vqs with time 

 
Fig. 11: Simulink of Torque and Speed With time 

 
Fig. 12: Simulink Of ids, iqs, idr and iqr with time 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The model developed is intuitive, easy to use, and allows all 

motor parameters to be easily accessed for monitoring and 

comparison purposes. The model can be used to study the 

dynamic behavior of the induction motor, or can be used in 

various motor-drive topologies with minor modifications. 

New subsystems can be added to the model presented to 

implement various types of control schemes. The model 

presented is also capable of being used with various inverter 

topologies and PWM schemes with minor modifications. 
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